In the traditional literature on consumer choice, the indirect utility function is approximated by a specific functional form in order to obtain expenditure shares and estimates of the important own-and cross-elasticities. One might attempt to estimate a parametric model, of course, but the results of such exercises have not been satisfactory. The chief problem has been model failure, partly related to the choice of specific (nonflexible) functional forms. lb finesse this problem, a flexible functional form can be employed in order to estimate the unknown indirect utility function. Diewert (1974) defines a flexible functional form as a secondorder approximation to an arbitrary twice continuously differentiable function f(x) at any given point~; the popular translog is an example. The difficulty, however, is that this definition, and the resulting approximation, fails to impose precision on the partial derivatives of the function. Indeed, it is well-known that away from the point of approximation, the translog can perform quite poorly in its task of tracking the unknown function. The result is imprecise estimation of the expenditure shares. Gallant (1981) developed the Fourier flexible form in order to approximate the unknown indirect utility function and its first derivatives arbitrarily accurately within a Soholov norm. The first derivatives are important since the expenditure shares are derived by differentiation. The Fourier model, with its global properties, can then provide integrability over a finite region for the estimated model, assuming convergence. In particular, since integrability normally implies a convex closure over a finite region, one can presume desirable separability properties for data examined under the Sobolov norm. This contrasts, as noted, with the possible lack of closure on procedures that provide an approximation only at a single point in the data space; in particular, it contrasts with locally integrable models (such as the franslog).
In this paper, we produce two versions of the dynamic Fourier expenditure system; these are then compared with the static model in various ways. In section two we briefly discuss the static model before going into considerable detail over what we will be calling the "timeseries approach" to making the Fourier model dynamic. This basically follows the lead of Anderson and Blundell (1982, 1983) , whose results are both well-known and have been applied in the literature on tiexible functional forms (see Serletis, 1991) . In section three, we continue with a second version of the dynamics, this time involving the construction of the dynamic Fourier utility function. We term this the "dynamic utility function approach:' In section four, we present examples of the two dynamic models in order to clarify the ideas and explain the notation. It is here possible to establish clear distinctions between the models in the context of the Fourier. In section five, we go over the procedures used to prepare the data, arid in section six, finally) we discuss estimates of the two dynamic models that utilize the 11.5. data previously described. We also discuss how the two models perform in comparison with their static equivalents. Our conclusions follow. , a 00 and b are real-valued, and v is a vector of the expenditure-normalized user costs of the particular assets involved in the exercise (Gallant, 1981) . In this expression the overbar denotes complex conjugation and i is the imaginary number. A multi-index k, is an n-vector with integer components and is used to denote partial differentiation of the utility function (see the example in section four). The elements of a multiindex can be considered to be the weights (when multiplied by v) of the normalized price indexes.
In an empirical investigation, it is actually more convenient to work with a sine/cosine formulation rather than the exponential just written and so the following form is generally employed:
After differentiating equation 2 and applying Roy's identity, Gallant arrives at the following set of equations:
., a expenditure shares. This system is what is estimated with a vector of error terms appended. Equation (3) can be more compactly expressed as:
Note that we have attached a time subscript in order to emphasize the static nature of the equations. This completes the discussion of the static Fourier Flexible model.
Consumption, monetary and production theories use past variables-in the utility [unction, in the constraints, or by time-series methodsto model habit persistence, adjustment costs and/or expectations. In a demand systems approach, incorporating dynamics in any of these ways complicates the calculation of the restrictions, which still must hold. In the following exercises we present results for the time-series function and, in section three, for the utility function. We present the models first, including with each a discussion of the restrictions, before presenting examples of both.
For the time series model, applying an ARMA (p,q) directly to equation (4) is one approach toward modeling the dynamic behavior of the consumer. This approach is taken by Anderson (1980) for the special case when f(v,6) is linear in the expenditure-normalized prices v, and the parameters 0. He shows that adding up, as the direct result of adopting the ARMA approach, implies four additional restrictions. Anderson and Blundell (1982, 1983) extend the results for the case in which f (v,,0) may he nonlinear in the parameters but linear in the normalized prices V i.e., flv~,6)= n(0)v,. When applying an ARMA~,qt o equation (4), they can extract a term, y, -n(6) v, 0 , the gap between the shares lagged p periods and normalized prices lagged q periods, representing the long-run structure for a system of simultaneous equations. This approach is not applicable when the matrix n(S) cannot be extracted, as is the case with the Fourier flexible functional form; as a consequence, we use an alternative appr-oach for analyzing the long-run structure. First, an ARMA(p,q) is applied to equation (4). The result is:
Here, where L is the lag operator, the terms A(L) and B(L) represent the following distributed lags
onsider the following ARMA(1,1):
As in Anderson and Blundell (1982, 1983) Individuals are unlikely, generally, to be able to adjust their consumption plans ins tantaneously. Rather than apply an arbitrary lag to the shares derived from a static optimization exercise, an attractive alternative is to allow past behavior to affect current decisions directly through the utility function. We can define the set of past decisions on a commodity to be an n~1vector of shares (s) that are functions of all past values of v:
Here, each share depends on its own lagged normalized price and the lagged normalized prices of the remaining n-I shares. In this case, the representative consumer's dynamic indirect utility function can be expressed as
where v = P/M and s represents the dynamics. M is total "expenditures" on this class of assets. This is, in effect, a structural approach for obtaining dynamic shares since the dynamics are embedded in the decision process rather than appearing as dynamic extensions of the static shares (as in the time-series model). It produces a new version of the Fourier model, accordingly. To begin with, we will let s = so that each share depends on its own lagged value as well as on lags from the remaining n-I shares. In this example we will be looking at four share equations, with A=4 and j=I in the Fourier model. The multi-indices used for the timeseries approach, assuming an ARMA(1,0), are:
where i = I,.,n. This can he more compactly expressed as (12) y, = J' (v,,v,,,OL In this model, adding up is guaranteed, and no additional restrictions need to be applied at the estimation stage.
EXAMPLES OF' TH.E TWO MoDELS
In the two models just presented, the dynamics are captumd in quite different ways For the time-series approach, the dynamics enter in the form of lagged shares and lagged expenditureNote that V defines the four expenditurenormalized prices. The multi-indices are set up in the same way as in Gallant (1981) and one must be careful, when taking partial derivatives, to ensure that the corresponding k 10 is used. In this example, the first element of each of the multi-indices, zero or one, corresponds to the first element in V this is the normalized price, V,r Since the dynamics are modeled by adding lagged expenditure shares, the dimension of the multi-indices, which only appears in fX%~,8)in equation 5, stays the same when one moves from the static to the dynamic time series model.
The dynamic Fourier Flexible Form is defined as
2, we may express the
In this formulation, a multi-index is now a 1 by (r+ 1) (ii) vector with integer components; in the static case, it was 1 by (mU. Here, r is the number of lags. The dynamic shares for this problem are obtained by applying Roy's identity to equation 10:
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On the other hand, in the dynamic utility approach, the inclusion of lagged normalized prices increases the length of each multi-index [see f (v,, v,,,0} The first four elements of each k, correspond to the static part of the vector z and the last four elements of each k,, to the dynamic elements of z. 'I'his separation of multi-indices enables one to test the static against the dynamic utility function because each multi-index has an associated parameter.
TIlE CONSTRUCTION OF OIYISIA MONETY%.RY AGGREGATES
Most of the studies of money demand in the literature employ monetary aggregates that are simple sums of their components (for example, Ml = Currency plus deposits) and are constructed essentially without benefit of index-number theory While simple-sum aggregation might serve policy makers well when interest rate fluctuations are relatively mild, it is at a disadvantage when the relative interest rates on the monetary components fluctuate significantly. A Divisia index is an alternative approach for aggregating data that is based directly on economic theory The Divisia index, indeed, is designed to internalize the substitution effects (at constant utility) that arise from relative price changes. In fact, the simple-sum index cannot produce this result unless the components of the proposed aggregation are perfect substitutes. We have reason to believe this is not the case for the monetary aggregates in common use.
having a satisfactory procedure such as the Divisia does not, however, tell us exactly what set of assets to consider or how to group the subsets of the data for efficient estimation. A procedure that is available is the linear NONPAR program of Varian (1982 Varian ( , 1983 , which is based directly on the Generalized Axiom of Revealed Preference (GARP). Satisfaction of GARP on a set of data implies that there exists a non-satiated, concave, monotonic utility function across that particular set. Such a set of data, if it exists, can be examined for logical groupings, again using the program NONPAR. If such groupings can be established-that is, if weak separability holdsthen, according to the Leontief-Sono definition of separability, the marginal rates of substitution between any two commodities in the monetary index are independent of changes in relative prices outside the monetary group. This group is then available for (Divisia) aggregation.
On the quarterly U.S. data from 1970:1 to 1985:2, Swofford and Whitney (1987) have constructed a set of real per capita measures of monetary quantities and a set of related nominal user costs to represent the prices of these quantities. With Ml denoting narrow money (excluding the deposits of businesses); OCD, other checkable deposits; SD, savings deposits in financial institutions; and STD, small time deposits in financial institutions, they find that the following arrangement passes the necessary and sufficient conditions for the General Axiom of Revealed Preference:
STDI.
Here, the first three items in the equation refer to components of total consumption, while LEIS refers to leisure (evaluated at the wage rate) -Note that SD and STD describe vectors of the liabilities of the various financial institutions (for example, SD = small time deposits in corn-mercial banks, S&Ls, and so onA1 Also, notice that in the arrangement just listed, the consumption and leisure activities are separable from the financial assets but not the converse. This implies the existence of an aggregate utility function defined across these monetary entities (for this time and place).
Because of the failure to establish a subgrouping of the monetary assets, it proves necessary to work with the following four aggregate commodities:
MI, OCD

SDCB, SDSL, SDSB, SDCU
STDCB, STDTH, STDCU DUB, NONDUR, SEBV LEIS.
Here, SDCB and so on are savings deposits at commercial banks, S&Ls, mutual savings banks and credit unions, while STDCB and so on are small time deposits at commercial banks, thrifts and credit unions. To attempt to preserve the economic characteristics of this set of data up a third-order remainder term, Divisia index numbers are constructed from the individual quantities and their associated user costs; these are designated as Al A4. Note that Mt and OCD are summed for convenience; this can be justified by further noting that the correlation coefficient between the user costs of these two hems is .994.
Putting all the pieces together, then, we have monetary data (and user costs) that satisfy an empirical test for revealed preference, we have aggregated the data in a way that is designed to preserve their economic characteristics in the face of changes in relative prices and, finally, we propose to estimate the elasticities using a model which can come arbitrarily close to the elasticities implied by the true (but unknown) aggregate indirect utility function known to be defined (by the GARP test) over these entities. Note, especially, that satisfaction of GARP implies that there is a firm link between the indirect utility that is actually estimated and the underlying utility function that actually generates these data.
El1'IPIRICAL RESUUFS
In our empirical work, we compare the results of the estimation of the three systems: the static, the time series dynamic and the utility function dynamic. Because the static theory is nested in each of the two dynamic theories, we present the results in that form. The compari- (1979) chi-square test. Unfortunately, the two dynamic approaches are not nested, so that we cannot compute a Gallant-Jorgenson test statistic. We do, however, offer a comparison utilizing the other statistics just mentioned. As it turns out, neither model has a clear advantage, although to we do prefer the dynamic utility model in view of its economic properties and adequate performance. We also offer some comparisons with earlier work that utilized the static Fourier model over the same data space (Fisher, 1992) . Here, there are dramatic differences in the estimated elasticities of substitution; we believe the dynamic results (utilizing the estimates from the dynamic utility approach) are considerably more reasonable than the earlier static results. The share equations, with the across-equations restrictions, were estimated in the SAS system using PROC MODEL with nonlinear seemingly unrelated regression. The results for the dynamic time-series model appear in lIable 1.
In this table, the Bs correspond to the quadratic terms in the Fourier Flexible Form, the Us and Vs to the Fourier series expansion, and the As to the lagged shares y,,.
These results describe reasonable fits, with tO of the 12 adjustment parameters (A, 1 ) having t-1 The original variables were supplied by the Federal Reserve and appear in several publications by Farr and Johnson (1985a, 1985b) . In this study, the monetary data are employed in per capita real form (where the latter is achieved by deflation with the CPI). SD represents savings deposits in commercial banks, S&Ls, mutual savings banks and credit unions, while STD represents the small time deposits of the same institutions. OCD is other checkable deposits and includes NOW accounts. See Swofford and Whitney's two papers for more details on the construction of the data. As discussed in Swofford and Whitney (1987, 1988) , the data were prepared as follows. Each monetary asset is deflated by the consumer price index for urban areas. OCD includes super NOW accounts. The user cost is the concept defined by Barnett (1978) . For leisure, the quantity is 98 hours less average weekly hours worked during the quarter (times 52). The wage rate measures the opportunity cost of time. The consumption figures are taken from Department of Commerce data that also provides the implicit deflator for each category. A 10 percent depreciation rate is used in calculating the one-period holding cost of a durable good. I he dynamic utility model features interaction The residual sum of squat es from the dynamic among the asset choices over time. This charac model is less than half the size of those oh ter istic distinguishes the dynamic utility system tamed from the static model. from the time series approach. for this model the results are not quite as satisfactoi v as those Quite often, the methods discu sed to this just git en. the follot~in Table 2 . Hei e, the Bpoint~ould be applied to s stems of demand squares ate sh$htly lower, the objective N statis equations, as they are het e. 1% hile the estimated tic is higi er, and there are fewer significant structural equations themsel~esmight he of inpat -ii eter -The static Fourier is nested nithin t re t and for th dynamic \ersions presented the dynamic utilit~function in terms of the here they c uld be used to generate foreras s, a multi-indexes (see section fout). C onsequenth, h ph al concern is the elastici of suhsttution e analyze the -eduction in the residual due to amor g the as ets. 1% hat the ouriet pro\ des in the dynamic pe ifica ion ( e G-tlla it, 1981) tI is connection is precis e timates of a set ot own-and cross-elasticities of substitution (and income) at each data point. This can reveal the nature of the substitutability or complementarity among the assets and the time-series behavior of this concept.
While we do not wish to explore the fine points of the data set just examined, a further illustration, because it reveals an important characteristic of the dynanuc models, is in order. For the more interactive dynamic utihty function model, Table 3 presents the estimates of the Allen partial elasticities of substitution among the four commodity bundles studied het-e. In the Here, we show a complete set of substitution elasticities along with their associated t-values. Note that a positive value for the elasticity indicates substitution, while a negative indicates a complementary relation.
Several things stand out in lIable 3. Most importantly, the elasticity of substitution between cash and savings assets (E12 in the table) and between cash and time deposits (E13) are very precisely estimated at all data points. This was not the case for static estimates published elsewhere (Fisher, 1992) . While we cannot say a priori what value of the elasticity of substitution is high, an elasticity over unity, as most are in the first column of the table, could be termed "elastic?' Note that the result here is that cash and sayings accounts are substitutes, as many would expect on the basis of intuition.
More provocatively, however, cash and time deposits appear to be "elastic" complements. This spells trouble for a simple-sum M3 definition of money, if these results are correct, since the simple-sum approach to aggregation treats all components as (perfect) substitutes. Clearly, we are not in a position to doubt our results. We have adopted a rigorous aggregation-theoretic appi-oach and tied the empirical work to that as closely as our data would permit. In fact, the very theory we are using can he invoked in our defense: Economic theory does not say whether commodities will be substitutes or coniplements in practice. That is, in practice, economic agents decide what assets are substitutes and what are complements. Our results indicate that they use cash and time deposits as if they are complements, at least over this data sample. We also should point out that this is not an unusual finding in this literature (see the survey in Barnett, Fisher and Serletis, t992).
Another interesting finding, and one that demonstrates the power of the dynamic approach, is that the elasticities shown in Table 3 are much more stable than those obtained from the static model. For this comparison, we refer to the elasticities produced in the static Fourier from the same data set, as published in Fisher (1992) . In Figure 1 we show the results for the substitution relation between cash and savings deposits. Note especially that the two series are scaled differently, an adjustment necessary because the static estimates fluctuate so wildly. While both series are generally positive (indicating that they are substitutes), the static estimates are occasionally negative (although they were not significantly less than zero). This sort of result is not ruled out by economic theory, but is still hard to explain in terms of the known characteristics of these assets.
In Figure 2 we present a comparison between the results for the static Fourier and the dynamic utility model where the former results are, again, drawn from the earlier study. In this case we compare cash (Al) and small time deposits (A3), a relation that is consistently that of complementarity in lIable 3.
Once again the dynamic elasticities are relatively constant. In addition, the static elasticities are sometimes positive and sometimes negative (and statistically so, in both cases, at some dates). Clearly, then, the complementary relationship between cash and small time deposits is clearly established in the dynamic utility function results. We note that such results are quite common in this literature (see Barnett, Fisher and Serletis, 1992) .
In the introduction to this papei~we listed five areas in which existing studies of expenditure systems frequently fall short, in Diewert's opinion. Obviously, the innovation of this paper is to convert a static system into a dynamic one; this deals with one of his concerns. Diewert is also concerned that existing studies do not link the theoiy to the application firmly enough. This we have attempted to address both by setting out Table 3  Substitution Elasticities: Dynamic Utility Model   £12  T12  E13  T13  814  T14  E23  T23  E24  T24  E34  T34 
